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Abstract. We investigate the impacts of Generalized Uncertainty Principle (GUP) proposed
by some approaches to quantum gravity such as String Theory and Doubly Special Relativity
on black hole thermodynamics and Salecker-Wigner inequalities. Utilizing Heisenberg uncer-
tainty principle, the Hawking temperature, Bekenstein entropy, specific heat, emission rate
and decay time are calculated. As the evaporation entirely eats up the black hole mass, the
specific heat vanishes and the temperature approaches infinity with an infinite radiation rate.
It is found that the GUP approach prevents the black hole from the entire evaporation. It
implies the existence of remnants at which the specific heat vanishes. The same role is played
by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle in constructing the hydrogen atom. We discuss how
the linear GUP approach solves the entire-evaporation-problem. Furthermore, the black hole
lifetime can be estimated using another approach; the Salecker-Wigner inequalities. Assuming
that the quantum position uncertainty is limited to the minimum wavelength of measuring
signal, Wigner second inequality can be obtained. If the spread of quantum clock is limited to
some minimum value, then the modified black hole lifetime can be deduced. Based on linear
GUP approach, the resulting lifetime difference depends on black hole relative mass and the
difference between black hole mass with and without GUP is not negligible.
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1 Introduction
The idea of utilizing the fundamental limits governing mass and size of any physical system
to register time dates back to nearly six decades. Salecker and Wigner were pioneers in
suggesting the use a quantum clock [1, 2] in measuring distances between events in space-
time. The measuring rods are entirely avoided, as they are supposed to be macroscopic
objects [2]. This quantum clock is given as constrains on smallest accuracy and maximum
running time as a function of mass and position uncertainties. In light of this, the Wigner
second constrain is more severe than the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, which requires that
only one single simultaneous measurement of both energy and time can be accurate. Wigner
constrains assume that the repeated measurements should not disturb the clock. On other
hand, the clock itself should be able to accurately register time over its total running period.
The detectability of quantum space-time foam with gravitational wave interferometers
has been addressed in Ref. [3], in which the authors criticized the limited measurability of the
smallest quantum distances but gave an operative definition for the quantum distances and
the elimination of the contributions from the total quantum uncertainty [4]. Four decades
later, Barrow applied Wigner inequalities to describe the quantum constrains on black hole
lifetime [5]. It is found that the black hole running time should be correspondent to the
Hawking lifetime, which is calculated under the assumption that the black hole is a black
body and therefore the utilization of Stefan-Boltzmann law is eligible. Also, it is found that
the Schwarzschild radius of black hole is correspondent to the constrains on Wigner size.
Furthermore, the information processing power of a black hole is estimated by the emitted
Hawking radiation [6].
The existence of a minimal length represents an exciting prediction from different ap-
proaches related to the quantum gravity such as String Theory. The mean idea is that the
string is conjectured not to interact at distances smaller than its size, which is determined by
its tension. For completeness, we add that information about the string interactions would
be contained in the Polyakov action [7]. This leads to generalizing Heisenberg uncertainty
principle [8]. At Planck energy scale, the corresponding Schwarzschild radius becomes com-
parable to the Compton wavelength. Higher energies seem to result in further increase in
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Schwarzschild radius. In light of this, ∆x ≈ `2Pl∆p/~. This observation and the ones deduced
from the gedanken experiments would suggest that the GUP approach would essential at some
concrete scales.
The present work is organized as follows. The Generalized Uncertainty Principle is
introduced in section 2. The connection of Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle with Hawking
Thermodynamics is elaborated in section 3. This sets an explanation for the catastrophic
evaporation, section 3.1. The consequences of the Generalized Uncertainty Principle on the
black hole thermodynamics are studied in section 4. A considerable consequence on the black
hole Lifetime is analysed in section 4.1. Section 5 is devoted to the connection between
Salecker-Wigner inequalities and the black hole lifetime. An additional estimation modified
black hole lifetime due to GUP is outlined in section 5.1. The discussion and conclusions are
presented in section 6.
2 Generalized Uncertainty Principle
The quadratic GUP approach was introduced in Ref. [8–18]
∆xi∆pi ≥ ~
2
[
1 + β
(
(∆p)2+ < p >2
)
+ 2β
(
∆p2i+ < pi >
2
)]
, (2.1)
where p2 =
∑
j
pjpj and β = β0/(Mp c)2 = β0`2p/~2. Mp and Mp c2 are Planck mass and
energy, respectively. It was shown that the inequality given in Eq. (2.1) is equivalent to the
modified Heisenberg algebra [15]
[xi, pj ] = i~(δij + βδijp2 + 2βpipj), (2.2)
which in turn assures, via the Jacobi identity, that [xi, xj ] = 0 = [pi, pj ] [16].
The presented approach for GUP seems to predict minimal measurable length and max-
imal observable momenta [19–21]. This is likely consistent with Doubly Special Relativity
(DSR) theories, String Theory and Black Holes Physics
[xi, pj ]=i~
[
δij−α
(
pδij +
pipj
p
)
+ α2
(
p2δij + 3pipj
)]
, (2.3)
where α = α0/Mpc = α0`p/~ and `p is Planck length. The DSR transformations preserve
both speed of light and invariant energy scale [22]. It is not surprising that Eq. (2.3) imply
the existence of minimum measurable length and maximum measurable momentum
∆x ≥ (∆x)min ≈ α0`p, (2.4)
∆p ≤ (∆p)max ≈ Mpc
α0
. (2.5)
Furthermore, the proposed GUP suggests that the space is discrete [19–21] and that all
measurable lengths are quantized in units of a fundamental minimum measurable length
(which can be the Planck length). It is notable that a similar quantization of the length was
shown in context of Loop Quantum Gravity [23].
Since the GUP approach modifies the fundamental commutator bracket between position
and momentum, then the Hamiltonian runs to be modified, nationally. Therefore, the GUP
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approach should possess effects on different quantum phenomenon. In light of this, it is
obviously important to study such effects. Their quantitative estimations would open a
window to the quantum gravity phenomenology. In a series of papers, the author collaborating
or individually has investigated the effects of the linear GUP approach on compact stars
[24], Newtonian law of gravity [25], inflationary parameters and thermodynamics of the early
universe [26], Lorentz invariance violation [27] and measurable maximum energy and minimum
time interval [28]. Furthermore, the effects of quantum gravity on the quark-gluon plasma
are studied [29]. It was found that the GUP can potentially explain the small observed
violations of the weak equivalence principle in neutron interferometry experiments [30] and
also predicts a modified invariant phase space which is relevant to LT. It is suggested [31]
that GUP can be measured directly in Quantum Optics Lab which apparently confirms the
theoretical predictions given in Ref. [32, 33].
The present paper is organized is three parts. The first part introduces Hawking ther-
modynamics in connection with the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. We briefly introduce
how the thermodynamic quantities, Hawking temperature, Bekenstein entropy, specific heat,
emission rate, and decay time can be obtained from the standard uncertainty principle in D-
dimensions. In Sec 4, we investigate the impact of GUP, Eq. (2.3), on black hole thermo-
dynamics. The black hole lifetime can be estimated from the Salecker-Wigner Inequalities,
which will be outlined in the third part, section 5.
3 Uncertainty Principle and Hawking Thermodynamics
The connection between standard Hawking temperature and Heisenberg uncertainty principle
has been introduced by Adler et al. [34], where the black hole is assumed to behave as a black
body radiator. Cavaglia et al. [35–37] generalized the relation in large extra dimensions. A
black hole can be modelled as (D−1)-dimensional sphere of size equal to twice of Schwarzschild
radius, rs = 2Gm/c2. For the emitted particles,
∆pi∆xj ≥ ~
2
δij . (3.1)
Consequently, an emitted Hawking particle has a minimum value of position uncertainty
∆x ≈ 2rs = 2λD
[
GDM
c2
]1/(D−3)
, (3.2)
where
λD =
[
16pi
(D − 2)ΩD−2
]1/(D−3)
, (3.3)
ΩD =
2pi
D−1
2
Γ(D−12 )
, (3.4)
and GD is the gravitational constant in D-dimensional space-time. From Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2)
and the argument used in Ref. [35–37] that ∆xi∆pi ≈ ∆x∆p , then the emitted Hawking
particle is assumed to have an energy uncertainty
∆E ≈ Mpc
2
4λD
(
M
Mp
)−1/(D−3)
. (3.5)
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From now on, we set m = M/Mp i.e., the mass of black hole is normalized to the Planck mass
Mp = (~D−3/cD−5GD)1/(D−2). The energy uncertainty ∆E can be identified as the energy of
the emitted photon [34]. Based on this, the characteristic temperature of Hawking particle
in D-dimensions of space-time [38] can be obtained from ∆E simply through multiplying it
with a calibration factor (D − 3)/pi [34–37]
TH =
D − 3
4piλD
Mpc
2 m−1/(D−3) . (3.6)
The entropy is to be calculated from the first law of thermodynamics
dM =
T
c2
dS. (3.7)
In terms of m, Eq. (3.7) can be rewritten as
dS =
Mp c
2
T
dm. (3.8)
Integrating Eq. (3.8) and using Eq. (3.6) leads to Bekenstein entropy [39]
S =
4pi λD
D − 2 m
(D−2)/(D−3). (3.9)
From Eqs. (3.8) and (3.6), the specific heat reads
C = T ∂S
∂T
= −4pi λDm
(D−2)
(D−3) , (3.10)
The Hawking temperature TH can be used to estimate the emission rate. If a black body
radiator is assumed and the energy loss is dominated by photons, then Stefan-Boltzmann law
gives a straightforward estimation for the emission rate. For instance, when assuming a D-
dimensional space-time brane, the thermal emission in the bulk of brane with mass m can
be neglected and the black hole is supposed to radiate mainly on the brane [40] so that the
emission rate can be given as
dM
dt
∝ TD. (3.11)
Based on these assumptions, the brane would exist in D = 4 and its mass decay reads
dm
dt
= −µ
′
tp
m
−2
(D−3) , (3.12)
where tp = (~GD/cD+1)1/(D−2) is the Planck time. An expression for µ′ can be found in Ref.
[35–37]. Integrating Eq. (3.12) results in the decay time of the black hole
τ = µ′−1
(
D − 3
D − 1
)
m
(D−1)
(D−3)
i tp, (3.13)
which is directly related to Planck time and black hole mass.
It is apparent that in all quantities, Hawking temperature TH , Bekenstein entropy S,
specific heat C, emission rate dm/dt, and decay time τ lead to catastrophic evaporation as
the mass m radiates. The specific heat vanishes only when the mass vanishes. Consequently,
the black hole is supposed to continue radiating until m = 0. But as the mass approaches
zero, its temperature approaches infinity with infinite radiation rate.
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3.1 Catastrophic Evaporation
It is believed that the ”catastrophic evaporation” would be an artifact stemming from extending
the approximation that Hawking made. Hawking approximation neglects the mass-loss of the
black hole during evaporation, beyond its limits of applicability. If the mass of the black hole
becomes comparable to its temperature, which is the case when the mass reaches the Planckian
regime, then it is no longer appropriate to use the macro-canonical ensemble. Instead, the
micro-canonical ensemble has to be used. Recently, this has been nicely summarized [41].
It claims to remove weaknesses of the standard thermodynamic description of black holes,
macro-canonical. In other words, the intensivity and extensivity of measured quantities are
thought to reflect the statistical aspects related to the use of canonical and grand-canonical
ensemble [42].
Furthermore, from the quantum back reaction due to N massless fields that may be
worked out to a considerable detail in a variant of integrable dilation gravity model in two
dimensions, a critical mass of collapsing object of order ~N Λ1/2 would remain [43], where
Λ is the cosmological constant. Above it, the end point of Hawking evaporation is two
disconnected remnants of infinite extent, each separated by a mouth from the outside region.
Deep inside the mouth there is a universal flux of radiation in all directions, in a form different
from Hawking radiation. Below the critical mass, no remnant is left behind implying complete
Hawking evaporation or even showing no sign of Hawking radiation.
4 Generalized Uncertainty Principle and Black Hole Thermodynamics
As presented in Ref. [44], starting from Eq. (2.3), in which the arguments introduced in Ref.
[35–37] are implemented, a general (D − 1)-dimensional inequality can be derived as follows.
∆x∆p ≥ ~
2
[
1− α 〈p〉 − α
〈
p2i
p
〉
+ α2
〈
p2
〉
+ 3α2
〈
p2i
〉]
,
≥ ~
2
[
1− α0 `p
(
4
3
) √
µ
∆p
~
+ 2 (1 + µ) α20 `
2
p
∆p2
~2
]
. (4.1)
To our knowledge, this inequality is the only one that directly follows from Eq. (2.3). It can
be solved in ∆p,
∆p
~
≥ 2∆x+ α0 `p
(
4
3
) √
µ
4 (1 + µ) α20 `
2
p
1−
√√√√1− 8 (1 + µ) α20`2p(
2∆x+ α0`p
(
4
3
) √
µ
)2
 , (4.2)
where µ = [2.821(D − 3)/pi]2. Only the solution with the negative sign is considered to be
physical and assumed to fulfil the standard uncertainty relation at `p/∆x→ 0.
As given in Sec. 3, a modified Hawking temperature can be deduced
T ′H =
D − 3
pi α20
Mp c
2
(1 + µ)
(
λDm
1/(D−3) +
α0
√
µ
3
)1−√√√√1− (1 + µ) α20
2
(
λDm1/(D−3) +
α0
√
µ
3
)2
 ,
= 2TH
(
1 +
α0
√
µ
3 λDm
1
D−3
)−1 1 +√√√√1− (1 + µ) α20
2
(
λDm1/(D−3) +
α0
√
µ
3
)2

−1
, (4.3)
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which is considered as physical as long as the mass of the normalized black hole mass and α0
satisfy the inequality
(1 + µ) α20 ≤ 2
(
λDm
1/(D−3) +
α0
√
µ
3
)2
. (4.4)
This inequality tells us that the black hole should keep a minimum massMmin not evaporated
Mmin = Mp
(√
(1 + µ)
2
−
√
µ
9
)D−3
D − 2
8Γ
(
D−1
2
) (α0√pi)D−3 . (4.5)
It is worthwhile to notice here that the minimum mass of the black hole looks different from
the one obtained in Ref. [35–37]. On other hand, the linear GUP approach [19–21] generates
the factor
(√
(1 + µ)/2−√µ/9)D−3, which obviously increases the value of the minimum
(remnant) black hole mass.
4.1 Black Hole Lifetime
If GUP approach is implemented, the Hawking evaporation seems to stop when the size of
the black hole is given by the Planck length and the temperature approaches the maximum
value
Tmax ≈ 2
 3(1+µ)2 +
√
µ(µ+1)
2
3
2 +
7
6µ
 TH . (4.6)
As discussed previously, the emission rate can be calculated using Stefan-Boltzmann law.
From Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12). The decay rate for a 4-dimensional brane reads
dm
dt
= −16µ
′
tp
m
−2
D−3
(
1 +
α0
√
µ
3λDm
1
D−3
)−4 1 +√√√√1− (1 + µ)α20
2
(
λDm
1
D−3 +
α0
√
µ
3
)2

−4
. (4.7)
Furthermore, the entropy and specific heat, respectively, are given as
dS =
2pi
D − 3 λDm
1
D−3
(
1 +
α0
√
µ
3λDm
1
D−3
)1 +√√√√1− (1 + µ)α20
2
(
λDm
1
D−3 +
α0
√
µ
3
)2
 dm, (4.8)
C = − 2pi
λD
m
D−4
D−3
(
λDm
1
D−3 +
α0
√
µ
3
)2√√√√1− (1 + µ)α20
2
(
λDm
1
D−3 +
α0
√
µ
3
)2
1 +√√√√1− (1 + µ)α20
2
(
λDm
1
D−3 +
α0
√
µ
3
)2
 . (4.9)
We notice that the GUP-approach prevents black holes from entire evaporation. The
GUP implies the existence of black hole remnants at which the specific heat vanishes. In
other words, it is not necessary that the mass entirely vanishes in order to assure that the
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specific heat vanishes. Reaching this stage, the black hole is no longer able to exchange heat
with surrounding space.
The atomic physics gives a similar example. The Heisenberg uncertainty principle plays
a similar role in constructing the hydrogen atom. It prevents it for collapse [34–37].
There is another approach that can be utilized in order to estimate the black hole lifetime.
Salecker-Wigner inequalities, section 5, would play a role in estimating the lifetime of black
holes.
5 Salecker-Wigner Inequalities and Black Hole Lifetime
As anticipated in the introduction, the second Wigner inequality is more severe than the
standard Heisenberg energy-time uncertainty principle. This is simply because it requires
that a quantum clock is able to show proper time even after the time was being read. In
other words, the quantum uncertainty in its position does not produce a significant inaccuracy
in its time measurement. This property is conjuncted to hold over long periods i.e., coherent
time intervals. The terminology ”coherence" has to do with the correlation properties of the
signal used in the measurement. The ”coherent time” is defined as the time period within
which the signal remains ”coherent”.
τc =
1
∆ νc
≈ λ
2
c
c∆λc
, (5.1)
where the subscript c refers to coherence.
From Heisenberg uncertainty principle, the momentum uncertainty in single analogue
quantum clock of mass m is ~/2∆x, where ∆x is uncertainty in its quantum position. After
time t, the clock position spread increases to
∆x′ = ∆x+
~ t
m
1
2∆x
. (5.2)
Assuming that the mass of quantum clock remain unchanged, then Eq. (5.2) leads to a
minimum time spread
∆x ≥
√
~
tmax
2m
, (5.3)
where tmax is the total ”coherent” time. Expression (5.2) is known as Wigner first inequality.
In the case that the mass depends on the uncertainty in position, then the minimum
time spread reads
∆x ≥ ~ tmaxm
′ −√~ tmax [8m2 + (m′)2 ~ tmax]
4m2
, (5.4)
where m′ = dm/d∆x. As undertaken in Eq. (4.2), the positive sign is evaluated as non-
physical.
If the time measurements are repeated and they have to remain reliable, then the position
uncertainty which in turn must be caused by the repeated measurements, should be smaller
than the minimum wavelength of the reading signals i.e., ∆x ≤ c Tmin. For an unsqueezed,
unentangled and Gaussian signal, the minimum size can be give in minimum mass of the
quantum clock. From Eq. (5.3), the mass-time inequality reads
m ≥ ~
2 c2
tmax
t2min
, (5.5)
which is known as Wigner second inequality.
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5.1 Black Hole Lifetime
Assuming a black hole of a size comparable to the Schwarzschild radius, rs = 2Gm/c2, then
Wigner first inequality, Eq. (5.2), can be applied on it. From Eq. (5.3), the maximum
running time (lifetime) of black hole reads
tmax ≤ 8G
2m3
~ c4
, (5.6)
≤ 8 G
c3
(
m3
M2p
)
, (5.7)
where Mp =
√
c~/G is Planck mass. Here after, we refer to black hole mass as m. It should
be mixed with the normalized mass of black hole mentioned in previous sections. Obviously,
these expressions are compatible with the Hawking lifetime [45]. Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7) give
answers to the question, ”how does the life of a black hole run out?”. As discussed in the
previous sections, the mass of black hole quantum clock is the only parameter that describes
a reliable mechanism. It offers an alternative possibility not based on the assumption that
black hole has to be a black body radiator [45], as anticipated sections 3 and 4.
At Planckian scale, the space-time fluctuation become significant. Therefore, it is natural
to set a bound to the linear spread of the quantum clock, Eq. (5.3). The natural bound is the
Planck distance. As given in introduction, the GUP-approach gives prediction for a minimal
measurable length, Eq. (2.4). Therefore, α0 `p would be taken as the smallest linear spread
of the quantum clock.
For a quantum clock having a position uncertainty ∆x, its momentum uncertainty can
directly be deduced from Eq. (4.2). At time t, the position uncertainty due to GUP becomes
∆x′ = ∆x+
2∆x+ 43 α0 `p
√
µ
4 (1 + µ) α20 `
2
pm
~ t
1−
√√√√1− 8 (1 + µ) α20`2p(
2∆x+ 43 α0`p
√
µ
)2
 . (5.8)
Then
∆xGUP ≥ 1
2
[
−A1 +
√
2 (mA2 + 2 ~ t)2√
m (mA2 + 2 ~ t)2 (mA2 + 4 ~ t)
]
, (5.9)
where
A1 =
4
3
α0`p
√
µ, (5.10)
A2 = 4(1 + µ)α
2
0`
2
p. (5.11)
At α0 = 0 i.e., switching off the GUP effects, Salecker-Wegner position uncertainty is recovered
∆xSW ≥
√
~
t
2m
. (5.12)
In Eqs. (5.9) and (5.12) the negative solutions are evaluated as non-physical. It is apparent
that Eq. (5.12), in which GUP effects are excluded, is identical with the Wigner first inequality
Eq. (5.3). The difference between Eq. (5.9), in which GUP effects are taken into account,
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and Eq. (5.3) simply reads
∆xGUP −∆xSW = 1
2
[
−A1 − ~2 t2max
√
2
m ~3 t3max
+(mA2 + 2~ tmax)2
√
2
m(mA2 + 2~tmax)2(mA2 + 4~t)
]
, (5.13)
which obviously vanishes at vanishing α0.
Assuming that the quantum position uncertainty should not be larger that the minimum
wavelength of measuring signal, so that in Eq. (5.9), we set ∆xGUP ≤ c tmin,
mGUP ≥
− [2 ~ tmaxA3 ± 2~ tmax (A1 + 2c tmin)√A3]
A2A3
, (5.14)
where A3 = A21−2A2+4c tmin (A1 + c tmin). The positive sign defines a non-physical solution,
where
2~ tmax (A1 + 2c tmin)
√
A3 > 2 ~ tmaxA3, (5.15)
implying that √
A3 < A1 + 2c tmin. (5.16)
At vanishing α0, Eq. (5.14) goes back to Wigner second inequality, Eq. (5.5). At this scale,
the inequality, Eq. (5.16), turns in an equality in tmin. The difference between Eq. (5.14)
and Eq. (5.5) results in
mGUP −mSW = 1
2
(
−4 ~ tmax
A2
− ~tmax
c2 t2min
− 4 ~
2 t2max(A1 + 2 c tmin)
2
A2
√
~2 t2max (A1 + 2 c tmin)2A3
)
. (5.17)
The modified black hole lifetime can be derived assuming that the spread of quantum
clock has a minimum value, the Schwarzschild radius, rs,
tGUP =
1
16 ~2
[
−~mA4 − ~mA4 (1− 128A2)1/2
]
, (5.18)
where A4 = −4A21 + 8A2 − 16rsA1 − 16r2s . The solution including negative sign is taken as
physical. At α0 = 0, the modified black hole lifetime, Eq. (5.18), goes back to Wingner
inequality, Eq. (5.6). The difference between black hole lifetime in GUP-approach and
Wingner inequality reads
tGUP − tSW = 2mr
2
s
~
= 8
Gm
c3
(
m
Mp
)2
, (5.19)
and depicted in Fig. 1.
Employing GUP-modification of Salecker-Wigner inequalities in order to find the mod-
ified black-hole lifetime has been discussed in literature [6]. The authors of Ref. [6] utilized
a quadratic GUP approach, especially the one that was suggested by Scardigli [12]. There
are essential differences between the difference GUP approaches. Table 1 summarizes a short
comparison between quadratic [8–16] and linear [20, 21] GUP approaches in different aspects,
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namely Heisenberg algebra, minimal length uncertainty and maximal moment uncertainty and
maximal measured moment. An extensive comparison is given in Ref. [46]. In the present
work, we utilize a linear approach [20, 21]. Accordingly, the mass dependence of modified
black hole lifetime obtained in Ref. [6] obviously differs from the one reported in the present
work, Eq. (5.18). Such a difference reflects the essential improvements in constructing the
linear GUP approach [20, 21].
Furthermore, correction terms for temperature, entropy, and heat capacity of Schwarzschild
black hole are obtained from the commutation relations in the framework of modified uncer-
tainty principle suggested by DSR [47]. The authors utilized quadratic GUP [15, 16] and
GUP-DSR [48] approaches. It is found the latter considerably delays the black hole evapo-
ration. Therefore, mass, entropy and specific heat last longer relative to the quadratic GUP.
With this regard, an extensive comparison between linear GUP and GUP-DSR should be un-
dertaken. The GUP-DSR implements Heisenberg algebra, in which the commutation relation
is given in dependence on a linear combination of Planck length of first and second order.
Quadratic GUP [8–16] Linear GUP [20, 21]
Heisenberg Algebra [x, p] = i~
(
1 + βp2
)
[x, p] = i~
(
1− αp+ 2α2p2)
Minimal length uncertainty ∆x ~
√
β ~α
Maximal moment uncertainty ∆p Undetermined Mplc/α0
Maximal moment Pmax Divergence 1/(4α)
String Theory
Corresponding Theories String Theory Doubly Special Relativity
Black Hole Physics
Tab. 1. A comparison between quadratic [8–16] and linear [20, 21] GUP approaches in Heisenberg al-
gebra, minimal length uncertainty and maximal moment uncertainty and maximal measured moment
[46].
6 Discussion and Conclusions
Assuming that the black body behaves as a radiator, Adler calculated the Hawking temper-
ature using Heisenberg uncertainty principle, section 3. Cavaglia et al. generalized this in
extra dimensions. Modelling the black hole as a sphere of approximately Schwarzschild ra-
dius, the energy uncertainty of the emitted photons can be estimated, which is related to the
Hawking temperature. The thermodynamic entropy and Bekenstein entropy are calculated.
The latter is proportional to the area of the event horizon divided by the Planck area. The
rate of photon emission is calculated from the Hawking temperature using Stefan-Boltzmann
law, especially when the energy loss is assumed to be dominated by photons. From the mass
evaporation, the decay time of the black hole i.e., its lifetime, is given in Eq. (3.13). It is
apparent that all these quantities would lead to catastrophic evaporation. As discussed in
Sec. 3.1, solving that problem using statistical approaches doesn’t influence its origin. The
present work introduces a recipe of treating the black holes when their temperatures approach
the Planckian scale. For instance, we find that the specific heat vanishes only when the black
hole entirely evaporates its mass. In other words, the black hole continues the radiation till
m = 0. As the mass approaches zero, the temperature approaches infinity and the radiation
rate becomes infinite, as well.
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In section 4, the impacts of GUP on the black hole thermodynamics are discussed.
The GUP-approach prevents/protects the black hole from the catastrophic evaporation. The
Heisenberg uncertainty principle plays the same role in the hydrogen atom. It prevents it
from collapse. We noticed that the GUP assures that considerable remnants will left over, at
which the specific heat vanishes. Thus, it is not necessary that the mass entirely evaporates
to assure vanishing specific heat. Reaching this stage, the black hole does not exchange heat
with its surrounding.
So far, a reliable estimation of black hole lifetime is based on the assumption that it
is a radiator. To estimate the black hole lifetime we used another approach, the Salecker-
Wigner inequalities, which are assumed to be more severe than the Heisenberg energy-time
uncertainty principle. The reason is obvious. The quantum clock is conjectured to show
proper time even after the time was being read and the quantum uncertainty in position does
not produce a significant inaccuracy in the time measurement. This property is conjuncted
to hold over long ”coherent” time intervals.
Furthermore, repeating the time measurements does not affect its reliability. Thus the
position uncertainty in repeated measurements should be smaller than the minimum wave-
length of the reading signals. For an unsqueezed, unentangled and Gaussian signal, the min-
imum size can be give in minimum mass of the quantum clock. The Wigner first inequality
can be applied on black hole, if the size is given by Schwarzschild radius.
At Planckian scale, the space-time fluctuation become significant. Therefore, the linear
spread of quantum clock is to be bound to the Planck distance, for which there is an estimation
based on GUP. The smallest linear spread of the quantum clock is set to α0 `p. Assuming the
mass remains unchanged, the Wigner first inequality is reproduced. When applying GUP-
approach, the resulting position uncertainty does not match with Wigner first inequality. The
difference depends on the maximum lifetime. Through Wigner second inequality, the latter
can be related to the minimum lifetime.
Assuming that the quantum position uncertainty is limited to the minimum wavelength
of measuring signal, the Wigner second inequality can be reproduced. The difference between
black hole mass with and without GUP is not negligible. The modified black hole lifetime
can be deduced if the spread of quantum clock is limited to a minimum value. The natural
one is the Schwarzschild radius. Based on GUP, the resulting lifetime difference depends on
black hole mass and α0.
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Fig. 1. The mass of black hole is given in dependence on its lifetime with (solid line) and without
(dash-dotted line) GUP and their difference (dashed line). The values of the variables A1, A2, ~, and
c are taken unity.
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Fig. 2. The mass of black hole mass is given in dependence on rs. The values of the variables A1,
A2, ~, and c are taken unity.
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